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Animated video clips

Videvo offers free stock videos and motion graphics for use in any project. You can use these video clips for free, in both personal and commercial productions. Video clips bearing the Creative Commons 3.0 license must be attributed to the original author. If you have suggestions for the site, or would like to make a request for free stock footage please
contact us at: hello@videvo.net and we will do our best to help. Be it a birthday wish, a wedding invite or even a personal CV, Animaker has got you covered! Create anything you want, just the way you want! animation(24,298 results found)Beautiful abstract seamless animation of neon, glowing light lines, lasers and tubes moving forward in a dark
tunne00:12Classic Cartoon vintage00:19Dynamic Cartoon Transitions00:46Colorful abstract glossy glowing rings motion background. Seamless looping. Video Animation Ultra HD 4K 3840x216000:20Smoke Elements Pack 05 | Premiere Pro MOGRT00:44Ocean waves in moonlight make 4k00:22Liquid Motion Transitions motion graphics package features
4K resolution animation of 24 images per hand drawn dynamic fluid transitions. Alpha Channel and Matte Included000:45Liquid Shape Elements00:55Cartoon Smoke Elements00:58Motion Style 30+01:50Cartoon Cloud Animation with Loop01:00flying Rocket in Space 4K animation00:20Dynamic shapes and lines | FCPX00:55Astronaut 3D - 4K
Animation00:10Zoom for Europe Animation Background00:154K stop motion animation of a smiley face made of modeling clay, winking.00:07Funny Shapes is a 2d FX Motion Graphics package containing unique hand drawn shape elements 4K resolution. Alpha channel included. Just drop it into your project00:15Animation of flying through stormy clouds.
Motion Graphic000:30 Animated icons V 1 000:41Flash FX items | FCPX00:58Abstract Stripped Background00:10Big robot - 3D Animation00:10Fun businessman - 3D Animation00:19Understorm and dark clouds animation00:10Cassette Animation Red00:05Stylish Transitions | Premiere Pro MOGRT00:50Hand Drawn Liquid Elements and
Transitions000:58Elegant Professional Sophisticated Business Business Motion Background Seamless Loop Deep Blue Dark00:15Video Luma Matte Transitions Pack Vol. 11 22200:05Light Gray Tech Distance Motion Motion Design. Video animation Ultra HD 4K 3840x216000:27Hyperspace jump, scene to overcome the temporary space in space, time
machine, hyperspace jump 4K abstract video animation00:0cinco de mayo celebration Mexican with cactus using hat, 4k video animated00:13Flash FX Bubble Elements Apple Motion00:55white glowing light abstract black background00:20Pop art businessman with beautiful women's cartoon over colorful background High definition animation colorful
scenes000:11Spinning red abstract background, golden frame00:10Cartoon Elements Shape Apple Motion00:41Skrible Elements | Final Cut Pro01:02fly through outer space nebula and stars animated background00:10Zoom Out on Earth Explainer Pack #4 Arrows Arrows Many bulbs with alpha matte looping animation - 4K Resolution Ultra HD00:32Flying
an animated Space Station000:30Globe of Earth painted with chalk, hand-drawn animation 4K00:10fly through outer space fog and stars animated background00:10 Up your influence with amazing animated videos. Use Biteable, the best animated video software on the web, to make spectacular animation online, in a snap. Open biteable.com on your device
Choose an animated video template. New ones are added weekly. Click on 'Edit video' and either log in or make a new account - sign up here! Customize your video: Add or remove scenes, type text, upload photos and video, or start from scratch. Share your masterpiece on social media or embed it on your website. Create an animated video online, without
breaking a sweat Studio-quality animation used to be something only big brands could afford. Today, thanks to Biteable, they are easy, cheap and fun to do. Creating eye-catching animated videos is now as simple as choosing your favorite character, infographic, or effect, and then editing the text. Start now and you'll watch your first video in as little as five
minutes. Sparkle with studio-quality animations You have noticed that all the major brands make animated videos. They do it for two reasons. The first is that animation is fun and disarming, and is easier for people to engage with. The second reason is to give their storytelling more power. Bright colors, large symbols, and movement draw in the viewer and
help them understand your point faster. Choose the animation you need from Biteable's large library. Some of Biteable's most beloved characters are animals, robots and a little man named Frank. Using professional animators (the affordable way) The Biteable online animated video maker has a great selection of cartoon characters and effects to choose
from, including 2D, 3D, infographics, and stop-motion animation styles. They are all created by professional animators in our in-house studio. Our studio artists spend countless hours animating scenes so you don't have to hire a studio or freelancer to do it for you. Create great animated videos To help you create great animated videos, Biteable comes fully
loaded with ready-to-use templates. Created by professional storytellers, our animation templates are the smart shortcut for engaging animated videos. When you're in the Biteable animated video maker, simply choose a template that best suits your industry or the look you're after. Editing is as simple as entering text or dropping into your logo. When you're
done, you can share it instantly on social media or embed it on your website. OH MY GOD, I LOVE YOUR CRAZY, COOL WORK! This Biteable delight straight up-leveled with leveled throughout my game! I just created my first two videos and am ecstatic! Your perfect animated video To ensure that your Biteable animated video is a success, remember a
few things while editing. Decide what you want to achieve point in any video is to decide what you want to achieve. It may be promoting a product, or it may be engaging your audience on social media. Another option is to explain your business on a website. Whatever it is, Biteable does to achieve your goal child's play. Once you're signed in, select your
goal, and we'll show you a series of animated video templates tailored to reach your goal. It couldn't be simpler. Customize your animated video After you select a template, customize it. Replace the sample text with your own. Finally drop in your own images, video clips and logo. Other options include changing the colors to suit your brand (or mood) and
choosing a track. Make your animated video pop with bright colors and a pounding soundtrack, or go for muted tones and a soft melody. Or create an animated video from scratch If you want more creative control, you can also create an animated video — like an intro or explainer — from scratch. Start by browsing the Biteable Scenes library (you can access
by clicking the plus symbol on your timeline), select the style that works best for you, and then add more scenes to the animated video creator until you get what you need. Depending on the scenes you've selected, you can add text and pictures, and then choose your colors and music. If you're doing social media animation, hold it under 30 seconds. If it's for
your website, we recommend that you don't do it longer than two minutes. The 3 secrets to creating a (fantastic) animated video from Pixar hits to big-budget ads, all professional animated content has three things in common: they tell a story, they're trustworthy, and they evoke emotion. 1. Telling a story with your animated video Storytelling can be scary if it's
not your day job. Hiring a writer to create one for you is prohibitively expensive. Solution? We call them templates and they guarantee a great story every time. Biteable animated video templates are crafted for you by professional authors. They are designed to require as little editing as possible so you can make a top-notch animated video in a jiff. 2. Keep
your animated video believable Great animation stretches the realm of credibility, but is still relatable to the viewer. Walking this fine line between reality and fantasy traditionally takes years of experience. All of Biteable's animated scenes and nifty effects are created by our in-house studio team. They are animation professionals who only do one thing:
animate. Their wealth of experience ensures that every animated video you make with biteable animated video maker will be perfectly polished and wonderfully effective. 3. Tailor your animated video to create emotions Whether you want your audience laughing, crying or shopping, your animated video should elicit emotion. Biteables large library of
animated scenes it easily. Make your followers smile with one of our friendly cartoon characters. Or get them hyped with one of our funky and and stage set. If your audience is professional, you can win them over with an infographic or one of our many animated icons designed for business. Whatever you want your audience to feel, you will find a Biteable
animation for the job. Learn everything worth knowing about making animated videos Take a deep into the world of animated videos with the Biteable blog. It is an easy to read source of animation know-how written by experts from the world's simplest online animated video maker. Maker.
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